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We report on the first measurement of pΛ and pp correlations via the femtoscopy method in
p+Nb reactions at
√
sNN = 3.18 GeV, studied with the High Acceptance Di-Electron Spectrometer
(HADES). By comparing the experimental correlation function to model calculations, a source
size for pp pairs of r0,pp = 2.02 ± 0.01(stat)+0.11−0.12(sys) fm and a slightly smaller value for pΛ of
r0,Λp = 1.62 ± 0.02(stat)+0.19−0.08(sys) fm is extracted. Using the geometrical extent of the particle
emitting region, determined experimentally with pp correlations as reference together with a source
function from a transport model, it is possible to study different sets of scattering parameters. The
pΛ correlation is proven sensitive to predicted scattering length values from chiral effective field
theory. We demonstrate that the femtoscopy technique can be used as valid alternative to the
analysis of scattering data to study the hyperon-nucleon interaction.
I. INTRODUCTION
The study of the hyperon-nucleon and hyperon-
nucleon-nucleon interaction has become more and more
crucial in recent years due to its connection to the mod-
elling of astrophysical objects like neutron stars [1–4]. In
the inner core of these objects the appearance of hyper-
ons is a probable scenario since their creation is often
energetically favoured in comparison with a purely nu-
cleonic matter composition. However, the appearance of
these additional degrees of freedom leads to a softening
of the matter equation of state (EOS) [5] being usually
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2too strong making the EOS incompatible with the ob-
servation of two neutron stars of two solar masses [6, 7].
This leads to the ’hyperon puzzle’. Many attempts were
made to solve this puzzle, e.g. by introducing three-body
forces leading to an additional repulsion that can counter-
balance the large gravitational pressure and finally allow
for larger star masses [8, 9]. To constrain the param-
eter space of such models a detailed knowledge of the
hyperon-nucleon interaction (HNI) is mandatory.
Experimentally, the existence of hypernuclei [10] tells
us that the HNI is attractive. An average value of
U(ρ = ρ0, k = 0) ≈ −30 MeV is extracted from hy-
pernuclear data [10] on the basis of a dispersion relation
for hyperons in a baryonic medium at nuclear satura-
tion density (ρ0 = 0.16 fm
−3). But more detailed in-
formation in dense systems would be needed, for exam-
ple measurements as a function of the hyperon-nucleon
relative momentum. Another way to study experimen-
tally the HNI is through scattering experiments where
the hyperon-nucleon cross section can be measured. Scat-
tering lengths and effective ranges have been extracted
from the available scattering data measured in the 60ies
[11–13]. Together with the hypernuclear data, this is so
far the only possibility to constrain model predictions.
Unfortunately, the statistics provided by scattering data
is rather scarce, especially in the low momentum region,
which is also the most sensitive region for the determina-
tion of the scattering length. Theoretical calculations us-
ing a chiral effective field theory (χEFT) approach based
on QCD motivated symmetries were performed at leading
order (LO) and next-to-leading order (NLO), and values
of the scattering length and effective range were com-
puted [14]. The results are rather different, but both
confirm the attractiveness of the interaction for low hy-
peron momenta. In contrast to the LO results, the NLO
solution claims the presence of a negative phase shift in
the Λp spin singlet channel for Λ momenta larger than
PΛ > 600 MeV/c. This translates into a repulsive core of
the interaction present at small distances. Unfortunately,
phase shifts can only be extracted from theoretical cal-
culations but are not measurable experimentally in the
ΛN case. This means that other techniques must be de-
veloped to verify the existence of a repulsive core for the
HNI.
The possible presence of a repulsive core in the HNI could
be also very important for the fate of neutron stars lead-
ing already to a certain repulsion in the EOS. With the
inclusion of three body interactions it is possible to make
the hyperon matter even stiffer, eventually being able to
overcome the two solar mass barrier set by measurements
[15]. The three body forces are poorly constrained and
more work is needed to describe them properly.
This work presents an alternative to scattering experi-
ments, using the femtoscopy technique to study the scat-
tering lengths and effective ranges for hyperon-nucleon
pairs produced in p+Nb collisions at 3.5 GeV kinetic en-
ergy.
Furthermore, the results could provide additional con-
straints to theoretical model calculations.
Femtoscopy is based on the investigation of the correla-
tion function of a particle pair at low relative momentum.
The correlation signal present in this region is sensitive
to the spatio-temporal extension of the particle emitting
source created for example in relativistic heavy-ion colli-
sions [16, 17]. Particle correlations are induced by quan-
tum statistics in case of identical particles as well as final
state interactions (FSI). Knowing the interaction of the
particle pair precisely allows a detailed study of the ge-
ometrical extension of the emission region [18–23]. On
the other hand, by reversing the paradigm, it is possible
to study FSI if the size of the particle source is estab-
lished. This is especially interesting in the case where
the interaction strength is not that well known [24–31].
We use the latter possibility for the investigation of the
pΛ interaction strength by comparing the experimentally
obtained correlation function to a model containing re-
sults of scattering parameters calculated in the χEFT
framework at LO and NLO. With the HADES setup the
Λp correlation function was already measured in Ar+KCl
reactions [27].
In this work, we first reconstruct the size of the emission
region which is created in p+Nb reactions by studying
the correlation function of proton pairs. The interac-
tion between protons is well understood and addition-
ally these baryon pairs obey similar kinematics as the pΛ
pairs. The Ultrarelativistic Quantum Molecular Dynam-
ics (UrQMD) [32, 33] transport model is then used to
compare the pΛ to the pp source sizes. This procedure
allows to fix the pΛ source size and perform an investi-
gation on the sensitivity of the method to different scat-
tering length and effective range values.
The work is organized in the following way: in section
II the experiment is shortly presented, and in section III
the correlation technique is discussed. Section IV shows
the data selection and section V the results obtained for
the pp and Λp correlation function.
II. THE EXPERIMENT
The High-Acceptance Di-Electron Spectrometer
(HADES) [34] is a fixed target experiment located in
Darmstadt, Germany, at the GSI Helmholtzzentrum fu¨r
Schwerionenforschung. Originally designed to measure
low mass di-electrons originating from the decay of
vector mesons, HADES is also well suited to measure
charged hadrons with a good efficiency. The beams
are provided by the synchrotron SIS18 with energies
between 1− 2 A GeV for heavy ions and up to 4.5 GeV
for protons. Secondary pion beams with momenta up to
2 GeV/c are also available at this facility.
The detector system has an almost full azimuthal
coverage, while the polar angles are covered from 18◦
to 85◦. The momentum resolution is ∆p/p ≈ 3%. The
multiwire drift chambers (MDCs) - two planes in front
of and two behind the superconducting magnet (toroidal
field) employed for charged particle tracking - and
the Multiplicity and Electron Trigger Array (META)
3consisting of electromagnetic shower detectors (Pre-
Shower) and Time-Of-Flight scintillator walls (TOF and
TOFINO) are the detector components which have been
mainly employed in the analysis steps presented here.
The hit points of the MDCs together with the bending
of the tracks inside of the magnetic field deliver the
momentum information and the particle identification
via the specific energy loss (dE/dx) for charged particles.
The Time-Of-Flight wall is also used to set the online
trigger conditions.
In this analysis, data collected with a proton beam with
a kinetic beam energy of Ep = 3.5 GeV incident on
a twelve-fold segmented niobium target (93Nb) with a
beam intensity of ∼ 2× 106 particles/s are studied. The
nuclear interaction probability for this target was 2.8 %.
A first-level trigger (LVL1) was set requiring at least
three hits in the Time-Of-Flight wall (M3). In the whole
run 3.2× 109 events were collected.
III. CORRELATION FUNCTION
The observable used in femtoscopy to study the parti-
cle emitting source or/and the particle interaction is the
two-particle correlation function. This is the probability
to find two particles with momenta p1 and p2 simulta-
neously compared to the product of the single particle
probabilities, and it reads:
C(p1,p2) ≡ P (p1,p2)
P (p1) · P (p2) . (1)
The probabilities are related to the inclusive invari-
ant spectra P (p1,p2) = E1E2
d6N
d3p1d3p2
and P (p1,2) =
E1,2
d3N
d3p1,2
. Whenever the value of C(p1,p2) deviates
from unity, one measures a correlation between the par-
ticles. One of the goals is to use this correlation signal
to conclude about the spatio-temporal extension of the
particle emitting source. Eq. (1) can be reformulated as
[17]
C(k) = N A(k)
B(k)
, (2)
where k is the relative momentum of the pair defined as
k = |p∗1 − p∗2|/2, being p∗1 and p∗2 the momenta of the
two particles in the pair rest frame (PRF). For identical
particles k is linked to the one-dimensional Lorentz scalar
Qinv ≡
√
(p1 − p2)2 − (E1 − E2)2 = 2k, also commonly
used in femtoscopy analyses. A(k) is the distribution of
pairs from the same event and B(k) is a reference sam-
ple of uncorrelated pairs. Usually, the latter is obtained
by using an event mixing technique where the particles
of interest are combined from different events. By con-
struction, such a sample is free from two-particle corre-
lations and represents the product of the single parti-
cle probabilities as in Eq. (1). The factor N is deter-
mined by normalizing C(k) to unity in the range of rel-
ative momenta between k ∈ [130, 250] MeV/c for pp and
k ∈ [150, 250] MeV/c for Λp pairs. The intervals were
chosen in a region where the theoretical models deliver
C(k) = 1 for the expected p+Nb source size. Thus the
chosen large relative momentum region should be free of
any ’femtoscopic’ correlations.
The correlation function defined in Eq. (2) is integrated
over all emission directions. For a more detailed study
of the correlation signal including information about the
emission direction, the longitudinally co-moving system
(LCMS) can be used. The LCMS is defined as the rest
frame along the beam axis where the z-component of the
total momentum of the pair vanishes Pz = (p1 +p2)z =
0. The correlation function is calculated with the carte-
sian ”Bertsch-Pratt” or ”out-side-long” conventions [17].
The ”long” component (klong) is the longitudinal compo-
nent pointing along the beam axis, whereas ”out” (kout)
and ”side” (kside) are located transversely to the beam
direction by defining that the ”out” component is aligned
with the total transverse momentum kT = |p1T +p2T|/2
of the pair and ”side” being perpendicular to ”out” and
”long”. In the following, we will use the abbreviation
”osl” for labelling.
A. Femtoscopic and non-femtoscopic correlations
To gain information about the size of the particle emit-
ting source, it is common to use certain approximations
about the emission process and particle momenta in-
volved in the reaction. Following [17] Eq. (1) can be
rewritten as
C(P,k) =
∫
d3r∗ SP(r∗) |φ(r∗,k)|2 , (3)
where the function SP(r
∗) represents the two-particle
emission or source function containing the distribution
of the relative distances of the pairs in the PRF (indi-
cated by ∗). φ(r∗,k) is the pair relative wave function.
The shape of the correlation function is determined by
the wave function, which includes the particles interac-
tion and their quantum statistics in case of identical par-
ticles. For example, for pp correlations one has to take
into account the Coulomb and strong interaction together
with the anti-symmetrization of the wave function [35].
The interplay of these three effects and the separation of
the protons upon emission lead to a complex structure
in the correlation function. The Coulomb interaction be-
tween the particles and the Pauli exclusion principle lead
to a suppression of the correlation signal C(k) < 1 at
very low k . 10 MeV/c which increases by decreasing
the source size. The attractive strong interaction in the
s-wave channel leads to a positive correlation signal. As
a result of all three effects, a characteristic bump struc-
ture appears around k ≈ 20 MeV/c. The peak height of
this bump increases for smaller proton source sizes.
In case of Λp pairs, the correlation signal is dominated by
their attractive interaction only and expected to be al-
ways positive. An analytical model describing the corre-
lation between non-identical baryon pairs was developed
by Lednicky´ and Lyuboshitz [36]. An example employing
4it for Λp correlations can be found in [24]. The model
is based on an effective range expansion of the complex
scattering amplitude fS(k) = (1/fS0 + 1/2d
S
0 k
2 − ik)−1,
where S(= 0, 1) is the total spin of the particle pair, fS0
is the scattering length and dS0 the effective range. For
a Gaussian emission profile of the source with radius r0
the correlation function has the form [36],
C(k) = 1 +
∑
S
ρS
[
1
2
∣∣∣∣fS(k)r0
∣∣∣∣2(1− dS02√pir0
)
+
2<fS(k)√
pir0
F1(Qinvr0)− =f
S(k)
r0
F2(Qinvr0)
]
,
(4)
where =fS(k) (<fS(k)) is the imaginary (real) part of
the complex scattering amplitude, F1(z ≡ Qinvr0) =∫ z
0
dx exp(xz − z2)/z and F2(z ≡ Qinvr0) = (1 −
exp(−z2))/z analytical functions resulting from averag-
ing the square of the wave function over a Gaussian
source description. The factor ρS contains the fraction of
pairs emitted in a certain total spin state S. We assume
unpolarized emission that translates into ρ0 = 1/4 for
the singlet state and ρ1 = 3/4 for the triplet state.
Besides the already discussed femtoscopic correlations,
there are additional correlations present, e.g. correla-
tions induced by energy- and momentum conservation.
These additional correlations are usually washed out in
large systems created in nucleus-nucleus collisions but
show up for small systems like p+p, e+ + e− or p+A
[37], where the particle multiplicities are lower. The in-
clusive particle spectra from the same event fulfill the
constraints set by kinematics. But in the mixed event
sample this condition is not strictly matched. Hence, in
the ratio of Eq. (2), an additional correlation is visible
at large k, where the correlation function should be flat.
For this reason these correlations are called long range
correlations (LRC). This LRC could also have an influ-
ence at low momenta k, where an interplay between fem-
toscopy and momentum conservation effects takes place.
We account for LRC by introducing an additional cor-
rection correlation function which takes care about such
momentum conservation effects as explained in section
IV C.
IV. DATA ANALYSIS
A. Track Selection
Particle tracks are selected requiring a good match be-
tween the track segment from the outer MDC and a
META hit point. This selection is applied to get rid
of fake and split tracks (one track reconstructed as two
tracks) which would introduce a fake positive correlation
in the interesting region of low relative momenta. An-
other effect which distorts the correlation function stems
from track merging. Particles in pairs of interest are
emitted with small spatial separations and very homoge-
neously meaning with very similar momenta and small
opening angles. At a certain opening angle, the detector
starts to merge two distinct tracks into one track because
of the finite detector granularity. This effect introduces
an artificial suppression of the yield in the same event
distribution for low values of k. This is not the case for
the mixed event sample, where only distinct tracks are
combined by construction. To get rid of this track merg-
ing effect, different correction methods depending on the
pair under investigation were used.
For pp pairs the following cuts on the azimuthal and po-
lar relative angles were applied: |∆φ| > 0.12 rad, |∆Θ| >
0.05 rad. For the Λp pair it is only possible to introduce
a one-dimensional cut because of the limited statistics.
The proton has a similar mass as the Λ, thus in the decay
Λ→ ppi− most of the decay momentum is transferred to
the proton keeping its flight direction similar to the Λ mo-
mentum vector and as a consequence it also points back
to the primary vertex. Hence, the primary and secondary
protons are emitted with a small opening angle, leading
possibly to track merging. To reject such pairs, a mini-
mum opening angle of 5◦(0.09 rad) between the primary
and the secondary proton is applied. Both cuts were
tested with the help of Monte Carlo simulations using the
UrQMD as an event generator for pp and the Giessen
Boltzmann-Uehling-Uhlenbeck (GiBUU) [38] transport
code for Λp pairs since GiBUU offers the possibility of
scaling the production cross sections for channels includ-
ing Λ hyperons. The events were filtered through the
Geometry and Tracking (GEANT3) package and thus
taking the detector response into account. The effect of
the close pair rejection on the correlation function for
both types of pairs is illustrated in Fig. 1, where it is
clearly visible that the merging is reduced after the cuts
are applied. Only statistical errors are shown. Any re-
maining correlations are corrected for by introducing a
new correlation function described in section IV C. The
chosen cut values and their stability were tested by vary-
ing them by 20% and the deviations on the final outcomes
are included in the systematic error.
B. Protons and Lambda hyperons
Proton identification is carried out by means of
the specific energy loss information measured in the
MDCs ((dE/dx)MDC) as well as in TOF or TOFINO
((dE/dx)TOF/TOFINO) as a function of the momentum
and polarity of the particle. Fig. 2 shows the dis-
tribution of the specific energy loss versus momentum
times polarity of charged particles together with the two-
dimensional graphical cuts used for the particle selection.
Since TOF/TOFINO have different polar angle coverages
and characteristic resolutions [34], they are treated sepa-
rately and two additional graphical cuts are employed to
select protons. For the Λp analysis only the energy loss
information from the MDCs is used for particle identi-
fication to minimize the loss of statistics due to addi-
tional particle identification (PID) cuts. This results in
a slightly worse proton purity (see Tab. II).
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FIG. 1. (Color online). Influence of the close track (CT) re-
jection on simulated 1D correlation functions for uncorrelated
pp (top - UrQMD) and Λp pairs (bottom - GiBUU). Open
circles represent the correlation functions after the applied
rejection cuts for close pairs while the (blue) triangles depict
correlation signals without employing CT cuts.
The Λ hyperon is identified via its charged Λ→ ppi− de-
cay products [39], where the branching ratio of this decay
channel is 63.9% [40]. Because of the relatively long life-
time of the Λ (cτ = 7.89 cm), it is possible to apply topo-
logical cuts to suppress the combinatorial background
mainly stemming from direct ppi− pairs. Four classes of
topological cuts are used: (i) a cut on the distance of clos-
est approach between the daughter tracks DCAppi− , (ii)
a cut on the distance of closest approach of the daugh-
ter tracks to the primary vertex DCAp,DCApi− , (iii) a
cut on the flight distance of the Λ hyperon evaluated as
the distance between the secondary and primary vertex
d(|SV − PV|), (iv) a cut on the ”pointing angle” α be-
tween the spatial vector pointing from the primary to the
secondary vertex and the Λ momentum vector. The cuts
are optimized by requiring large Λ purities (> 80%) min-
imizing at the same time the signal losses. The pointing
angle and the distance of closest approach of the daughter
tracks were fixed to α < 0.1 rad and DCAppi− < 10 mm
for all the investigated cut combinations. The Λ can-
didates are constructed with the invariant mass of ppi−
pairs passing these topological cuts and selected in a 2σ
interval around the nominal PDG mass [40]. Three dif-
ferent sets of topological cuts were tested to study the
effect of different Λ signal purities in the data sample on
the Λp correlation. A summary of the cut combinations
and their corresponding purities can be found in Tab. I.
An example of the Λ signal obtained for the most selec-
tive cut combination (combination 3) is shown in Fig. 3.
To obtain the purity P = S/(S+B), the background and
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FIG. 2. (Color online). Specific energy loss measured by the
MDCs (upper row) as well as TOF (middle row) / TOFINO
(bottom row) versus the product of the polarity and momen-
tum of the particle. Particles are selected by two-dimensional
graphical cuts depicted as dashed lines.
Comb. DCAp[mm] DCApi− [mm] d(|SV − PV|)[mm] S/(S+B)
1 7 15 52 86.1%
2 7 25 57 89.6%
3 10 28 61 92.5%
TABLE I. Different topological cut combinations to select Λ
candidates and the corresponding purities S/(S + B). The
values of the pointing angle α < 0.1 and DCAppi− < 10 mm
were fixed.
signal are fitted simultaneously with a polynomial func-
tion for the background and two Gaussians for the sig-
nal peak. The number of reconstructed Λs with this cut
combination after the background subtraction amounts
to S(Λ) = (177.8± 0.9)× 103.
For identified particle pairs the relative momenta are
calculated in the PRF to obtain the same event distribu-
tion A(k). For the reference sample B(k) the event mix-
ing technique is used. The events are selected according
to the z-vertex position with a bin width of 6 mm for pp
pairs and 10 mm for Λp pairs. This ensures that only
events with similar geometrical acceptances are mixed.
Additionally, for both types of pairs the events have been
grouped in four multiplicity classes of bin width 2 for the
multiplicity range 1 ≤ M < 9 and one class for M ≥ 9
in order to mix only events with similar particle content
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FIG. 3. (Color online). Invariant mass distribution of ppi−-
pairs after using topological cuts (comb. 3 in Table I).
Dots are for data, while the curve shows the (blue) solid
curve represents the fit of the signal and the (red) dashed
line the background contribution. The two vertical (blue)
dashed lines correspond to the two sigma region with σΛ =
3.24± 0.01 MeV/c2.
and kinematics. Such a constrained mixing have been
proved important in [41] in case of cluster correlations.
C. Corrections
As discussed in section III, besides the femtoscopic cor-
relations also correlations of non-femtoscopic origin can
show up in the correlation function. In the case of p+Nb
collisions one deals with a small system which translates
into a participant number of Apart ∼ 2.5 [39]. Since the
average particle multiplicity per event is 〈M〉 ∼ 4, the to-
tal energy-momentum conservation for all registered par-
ticles is for event mixing more likely to be violated than
in A + A reactions. To disentangle correlation signals
which are induced by energy and momentum conserva-
tion effects, semi-classical transport model simulations
are used. These models are free from femtoscopic corre-
lations but include correlations due to kinematic effects.
The simulated events were filtered through the HADES
acceptance and analyzed with the same cuts as for the
experimental data. We used the same transport model
predictions as were already used to determine the close
track efficiency shown in section IV A (UrQMD for pp,
GiBUU for Λp). The results of the calculations are de-
picted in Fig. 4. Both models reproduce the correlations
reasonably well at large relative momenta. For this rea-
son, a new variable is defined as the double ratio of the
measured correlation function and the correlation func-
tion obtained from the simulated data,
CF (k) =
Cmeas(k)
CLRC(k)
. (5)
Because the simulated Λp correlation function suffers
from larger statistical errors compared to the pp case at
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FIG. 4. (Color online). Effects due to long range correlations
on the correlation function for pp pairs (top) and Λp pairs
(bottom). The open circles depict the experimental corre-
lation function corrected for long range correlations. (Blue)
triangles show the experimental function with long range cor-
relations inside and (red) squares the correlation function ob-
tained from transport simulations. The solid and dashed lines
in the lower panel show the fit with polynomial functions to
the simulated and experimental LRC, respectively. See text
for details.
low k, the Λp baseline is fitted with a polynomial func-
tion in the range of [250, 600] MeV/c. The employed
polynomial is
CLRC(k) = 1 + ak + bk
2. (6)
The obtained fit function is extrapolated to the region of
low k and used to compute the ratio from Eq. (5). The
result of the fit with the polynomial function (6) does not
exhibit any significant differences when compared at low
relative momenta to the experimental (dashed curve in
Fig. 4, bottom panel) as well as to the simulated (solid
curve in Fig. 4, bottom panel) correlation function base-
line.
The HADES detector measures the single-particle mo-
mentum with a finite resolution which depends on the
single-particle momentum itself and the emission polar
angle [34] resulting in an uncertainty of the relative mo-
mentum k. A smearing of the pair momentum leads to a
broadening of the correlation signal and thus to a system-
atic underestimation of the extracted source size. This is
accounted for by a correction factor Kmom(k) [22]:
Kmom(k) ≡ Cideal(k
′)
Csmeared(k)
=
Creal(k
′)
CF (k)
, (7)
where CF(k) is the measured correlation function of Eq.
(5) corrected for LRC and Creal(k) is the correlation sig-
7nal for a perfect momentum reconstruction. The ideal
correlation function Cideal(k) and the smeared correla-
tion function Csmeared(k) are obtained from Monte Carlo
mixed event samples for which the known ideal (input)
momenta of the particles are subjected to the HADES
momentum reconstruction procedure. To account for the
smearing the following correlation functions are defined:
Cideal(k
′) =
B(k′, w(k′))
B(k′)
, (8)
Csmeared(k) =
B(k,w(k′))
B(k)
, (9)
where k′ = |p∗1,ideal − p∗2,ideal|/2 is calculated with the
ideal input momenta and k = |p∗1,smeared − p∗2,smeared|/2
by using the reconstructed momenta. B(k(′)) are
the mixed event distributions and B(k(′),w(k′)) are
weighted by a correlation weight. The weight factor
w(k′) is obtained by solving Eq. (3) assuming a Gaussian
source profile and using the proper interaction for the
pairs [42, 43]. The source parameters are chosen such
that the smeared correlation function (9) matches the
experimental data. The relation (9) takes the effect of
momentum smearing into account: The particles are
correlated according to the ideal momentum k′, however
the detector reconstructs it with a finite resolution. The
smeared correlation signal in Eq. (9) is obtained by
weighting the smeared momentum distributions with
the function w(k′) evaluated for the ideal momentum.
The influence of the corrections due to the momentum
resolution on the correlation functions is shown in Fig.
5.
Particle misidentification reduces the correlation
strength. This effect is corrected for by using following
relation [25, 27]:
Cpur,corr(k) =
Cpur,uncorr(k)− 1
λab
+ 1, (10)
where Cpur,corr(k) and Cpur,uncorr(k) are the purity cor-
rected and uncorrected correlation functions, respec-
tively. Purity correction is the last correction step and
for this reason Cpur,uncorr(k) is identical to Creal(k) of Eq.
(7). The parameter λab is the product of the PID purity
of particles a and b.
Eq. (10) is valid under the assumption that residual cor-
relations between the particles can be neglected. Such
correlations emerge when the originally correlation be-
tween a parent pair is transferred partly to the daughter
pair after the weak decay of one or both particles of the
parent pair. We benefit from the rather low kinetic beam
energy of 3.5 GeV, where the number of higher lying and
long living baryon resonances is limited [44, 45]. In the
pp case it is ruled out by the available phase space in the
final state that both protons originate from weak decays
(e.g. ΛΛ → pΛpΛ). The fraction of protons stemming
from a Λ decay compared to the total number of pro-
tons is about 0.003 estimated with UrQMD simulations,
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resolution on the experimental correlation function for pp
pairs (top) and Λp (bottom). Open circles display the un-
smeared and (blue) triangles the smeared experimental cor-
relation functions.
thus this feed down can be neglected. This means that
the proton correlation function is constructed with direct
protons only.
The main feed down to Λ is coming from Σ0 decay. Σ0
hyperons decay electromagnetically into the Λγ (100%)
[40] final state and close to the production vertex because
of the very short lifetime. This means that the measured
Λ yield is a superposition of directly produced Λ plus the
component coming from the feed down of Σ0. The ratio
of directly produced Λ to all measured Λ was predicted
by a statistical model analysis in p+Nb reactions to be
Λ/(Λ + Σ0) = 0.82 on the basis of the measured particle
multiplicities [46]. To consider possible deviations from
this predicted ratio we changed the value within a range
of 10% and included the deviation of the Λp source size
in the systematic errors. To model possible residual cor-
relations having their origin from pΣ0 pairs we have to
take two aspects into account. Firstly, the experimental
information on the pΣ0 interaction is rather scarce due
to the difficulty to detect the photon from the Σ0 de-
cay. Secondly, the pΣ0 interaction needs for its descrip-
tion a larger parameter space than pΛ because of two
different total isospin configurations (I = 1/2, 3/2), and
the I = 1/2 configuration couples inelastically to the pΛ
channel. We studied residual correlations of pΣ0 → pΛΣ0
with the help of [31, 47] by calculating the pΣ0 correla-
tion function for a source size of 2 fm. After the de-
cay into pΛΣ0 a nearly flat uncorrelated behaviour is ex-
tracted. This means that the already small pΣ0 correla-
tion is washed out after the decay. Experimental studies
8confirm the smaller interaction of pΣ0 by measuring the
energy dependence of the total cross section of pΛ and
pΣ0 [48]. The pΣ0 data is sufficiently described with a
phase space parametrization whereas for the pΛ case also
final-state interactions had to be taken into account.
Finally, the parameters λab for the corrections were ob-
tained with help of the UrQMD event generator. The
events where analyzed with the same graphical cut selec-
tions as applied for experimental data using the specific
energy loss for the proton identification. The number of
correctly identified protons by this procedure determined
and the purity calculated. The proton purity differs for
the pp and Λp cases because we use only the MDC en-
ergy loss information for the proton identification in the
Λp pair. The (primary) Λ purity is obtained from the
invariant mass spectrum by calculating the background
beneath the peak in a 2σ region around the pole mass
times the fraction of directly produced Λ stated above.
The obtained purities are listed in Tab. II.
Particle Pair Pura Purb λab
pp 0.99 0.99 0.98
Λp (comb. 1) 0.86 × 0.82 0.97 0.68
TABLE II. Single particle purities together with the two-
particle purity parameter λab.
V. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
A. Source size extraction
After applying all corrections to the correlation func-
tions the first goal is to determine the size of the source
where the particles are emitted from. The source size
for the pp and Λp pairs can be extracted either by fit-
ting the experimental correlation function or with the
help of UrQMD simulations. First, the fitting method
is applied and the source size is extracted with help of
solving Eq. (3) numerically for pp and the Lednicky´
model of Eq. (4) for Λp. Both models assume a Gaus-
sian source profile d3N/d3r∗ ∼ exp(−r∗2/4r20), and for
the pp interaction we use the strong interaction potential
from [42]. The scattering length and effective ranges for
the Λp interaction have been used from a NLO calcula-
tion for a cutoff of Λ = 600 MeV (fS=00,NLO = 2.91 fm,
dS=00,NLO = 2.78 fm, f
S=1
0,NLO = 1.54 fm, d
S=1
0,NLO = 2.72 fm)
[14]. Fig. 6 shows the results from the fits that al-
low to extract the radii. For pp pairs a source size of
r0,pp = 2.02 ± 0.01(stat)+0.11−0.12(sys) fm is obtained. The
systematic errors are all quadratically added and esti-
mated by variations of the close track rejection cuts, nor-
malization of the correlation function, momentum reso-
lution correction within 20 %, and changing the interac-
tion potential between the protons. For pp pairs it is also
possible to investigate the source size as a function of the
transverse momentum kT = |p1,T + p2,T |/2 of the pair.
Fig. 7 shows the pp source radius as a function of kT
in an interval of [175, 750] MeV/c. At higher transverse
momenta we see a slow drop of the source size of about
13%. Such a decrease of the source radius is commonly
measured in heavy-ion collisions where it arises from a
collective expansion of the particle emitting system in-
ducing a correlation of coordinate and momentum space.
But also in smaller and elementary systems a dependence
on the transverse momentum is measured, see [49] and
references therein. The rather moderate drop of the pp
source size could be an effect of the decreasing NN cross
section in this momentum region such that rescattering
of protons becomes less important going to larger kT val-
ues which is reflected in smaller source sizes. Such a
behaviour was also investigated in e(4.46 GeV)+A reac-
tions [50].
For the Λp source size we obtained a value of r0,Λp =
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FIG. 6. Results of fitting Eq. (3) with a Gaussian source pro-
file to the experimental pp correlation function (top) and the
Lednicky´ model Eq. (4) to the experimental Λp correlation
function (bottom). Data are depicted by open circles.
1.62± 0.02(stat)+0.19−0.08(sys) fm. The source size is smaller
than the source extracted from pp correlations. Such an
observation was also made in the Ar+KCl system [27]. In
the p+Nb case, this is mainly due to the different scatter-
ing cross-sections for pN and ΛN in the nucleus and to
the different production processes. Indeed the scattering
probability for ΛN is smaller than the NN (especially
proton-neutron) scattering [40] which could lead to dif-
ferent emission times for protons. In a different study
by HADES using a statistical model approach to de-
scribe the particle multiplicities of the p+Nb system [46]
it was also seen that the strangeness correlation radius
RC = (1.5±0.8) fm is smaller than the correlation radius
determined for non-strange particles R = (2.0± 0.6) fm.
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FIG. 7. (Color online). Source size of pp pairs as a function
of the total transverse momentum of the pair.
The obtained Gaussian radii may be compared to mea-
surements from other experiments. For the pΛ radius
only data from heavy-ion collisions are available, which
are difficult to compare with, since the emission regions
in AA collisions are larger than in pA collisions. The in-
variant one-dimensional pp radii were measured by WA80
at SPS [51] (200A GeV, p+(Au,Ag,Cu,C)), NA44 at SPS
[52] (450 GeV/c, p+Pb), and in the Fermilab H2-Ne bub-
ble chamber experiment [53] (300 GeV/c, p+Ne) where
radii between 2−6 fm were derived depending on the mo-
mentum interval of the emitted pair. In Fig. 8 we com-
pare the HADES pp source radius obtained for p+Nb
collisions to the measurements of WA80 and NA44 for
medium size and large target nuclei. The derived source
sizes sizes range from 1.4 to 2 fm and show a depen-
dence on the target mass number in case of the WA80
data. Comparing similar systems sizes of p+Nb and
p+Ag could hint to a energy dependence of the pp source
radius on the beam energy. More data would be needed
to clarify if such a trend exists.
B. Λp Final State Interaction
In order to extract the strength of the Λp FSI, the
source size must be fixed. The UrQMD simulation is
used to determine the pp and Λp source for p+Nb reac-
tions at 3.5 GeV. If the simulated pp source size is found
to be consistent with the results from the fit shown in
Fig. 6, the UrQMD results for the Λp source can be
used to fix r0 in the Lednicky´ model and test the final
state interaction. Polar acceptance cuts Θ ∈ [18◦, 85◦]
are applied to the UrQMD output to include the con-
straints by the HADES acceptance. Since UrQMD is
free from femtoscopy effects, an afterburner code, CRAB
(v3.0β) [54], is used to include them. In CRAB the same
pp potential was incorporated as the one used for the
fitting of the experimental pp correlation function. A
comparison of the 1D and projections of the 3D correla-
tion function calculated with UrQMD+CRAB and the
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FIG. 8. (Color online). Gaussian source radii evaluated from
pp correlations in p+A systems as a function of the nucleon-
nucleon center-of-mass energy. The (green) full circle corre-
sponds to the HADES measurement, blue triangles to data of
WA80 [51] and the (red) square was derived by NA44 [52].
experimental data are displayed in Fig. 9. As can be seen
in Fig. 9, UrQMD+CRAB delivers a good description
of the correlation signal for the 1D as well as for the 3D
cases, hence the particle emission for protons is well im-
plemented in the model, at least integrated over kT .
For the determination of the Λp source size the UrQMD
model was slightly modified. UrQMD uses the addi-
tive quark model (AQM) [55] for calculations of hyperon-
nucleon (and the respective excited resonances) scatter-
ing cross sections. The derived AQM cross sections are
independent of the energy involved in the scattering pro-
cess. In particular, for the elastic cross section of Λp the
value predicted by the AQM amounts to σ ≈ 37 mb.
However, measurements of the elastic Λp cross section
show a strong rise for lower Λ momenta. Because we deal
with low-energetic Λ hyperons at SIS18 beam energies,
the cross section for elastic scattering was changed using
the parametrization obtained from the χEFT-based LO
and NLO calculations [14]. The LO as well as the NLO
results take the rising of the total cross section into ac-
count.
To investigate the source size distribution the relative
pairs distances in the LCMS are calculated and then
boosted to the PRF [17]. The distribution of the relative
coordinates in the PRF are depicted in Fig. 10 for Λp
(blue triangles) and pp, respectively (open circles). Also
in the UrQMD calculations, the difference in the distri-
butions for Λp and pp pairs points to different emission
processes. To extract the radii, the distributions shown
in Fig. 10 are fitted with a Gaussian function in the range
r∗o,s,l ∈ [−10.5, 10.5] fm:
dN/dr∗o,s,l ∼ exp
{−r∗2o,s,l/(2σ∗2o,s,l)} . (11)
The widths σ∗o,s,l are related to the source size in the o,s,l
directions as σ∗o,s,l =
√
2 · r∗o,s,l. The fit results are shown
by the full lines in Fig. 10. A 1D emission width can
be defined by averaging over all three emission directions
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pp correlation function (open circles) with predictions from
UrQMD+CRAB ((red) solid line).
[56]:
σ∗inv =
√
σ∗2o + σ∗2s + σ∗2l
3
. (12)
A ratio RF between the 1D radius obtained for pp and Λp
pairs is defined (RF = σ∗inv,pp/σ
∗
inv,Λp) and found to be
equal to RFLO = 1.179 and RFNLO = 1.184 for the two
different assumptions on the Λp cross section. The two
results are rather similar which means that the source
function does not strongly depend on the details of the
Λp scattering. The source size measurement with pp pairs
together with the above obtained source ratios allows to
calculate the Λp source size to rΛp0,LO = 1.71
+0.09
−0.10 fm,
rΛp0,NLO = 1.70
+0.09
−0.10 fm which are very similar to the one
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FIG. 10. (Color online). Distribution of the relative distances
obtained from UrQMD simulations calculated in the PRF.
Full triangles depict the outcome for Λp pairs (scaled to be
shown with pp in one plot) and open circles are the result
for pp pairs. The dotted and solid lines represent results of
corresponding Gaussian fits according to Eq. (11).
obtained by fitting the Λp correlation function directly.
The errors of these source radii are dominated by the er-
rors of the pp source size.
With the knowledge of the source radii we are in the posi-
tion to test the L0 and NLO predictions of scattering pa-
rameters. The values of the NLO scattering lengths and
effective ranges were already mentioned in section V A.
For the LO parameters we take the results calculated at
the same cutoff value of Λ = 600 MeV as for the NLO
case (fS=00,LO = 1.91 fm, d
S=0
0,LO = 1.40 fm, f
S=1
0,LO = 1.23 fm,
dS=10,LO = 2.13 fm) [14]. A comparison of the correlation
functions using the LO (green band) and NLO (red band)
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scattering parameters is shown in Fig. 11.
It is obvious, that the two theoretical correlation func-
tions differ at low relative momenta where their be-
haviours are mainly governed by the scattering length,
and the effective range plays a minor role. The coloured
bands associated to the theoretical calculations are ob-
tained by varying the Λp source radius within the er-
rors. Unfortunately, the statistics analyzed here is not
sufficient to draw a definite conclusion. However, the
method appears sensitive to different scattering length
parameters and represents an alternative to scattering
experiments used to study the hyperon-nucleon interac-
tion in details. In particular, there are no scattering data
available at all in the region of very low relative hyperon-
nucleon momentum (k < 50 MeV/c).
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FIG. 11. (Color online). Comparison of the experimental Λp
correlation function (open circles with error bars) to the LO
(green) and NLO (red) scattering parameter set included in
Eq. (4). The error bands in the theory curves correspond to
the errors of the Λp source size determination.
VI. SUMMARY
To summarize, we presented the hitherto first mea-
surement of the pΛ correlation function in pA reactions.
The pp correlation signal was used as a benchmark to
test the possibility of fixing the source size on the basis
of UrQMD calculations. This way, the Λp source was
estimated. The final state interaction strength between
pΛ was investigated by comparing the experimental pΛ
correlation function to model calculations using scatter-
ing parameters from χEFT computations. The statis-
tics was not enough to clearly distinguish between model
predictions (an increase by a factor ten would be suffi-
cient) but it was shown that the femtoscopy method is
able to provide data which can be investigated with a
theoretical framework with the necessary sensitivity to
study carefully final state interactions if the size of the
particle emitting region is known beforehand. The fem-
toscopy technique to study interactions between parti-
cles can be applied to many colliding systems at very
different energies, which can help to improve the un-
derstanding of hyperon-nucleon interactions. With the
planned update of the HADES setup including a electro-
magnetic calorimeter the measurement of the pΣ0 corre-
lation function is accessible and it is a planned analysis
in the HADES strangeness program.
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